Molecular dynamics simulations of domain motions of substrate-free S-adenosyl- L-homocysteine hydrolase in solution.
S-Adenosyl-L-homocysteine hydrolase (SAHH) is an enzyme regulating intracellular methylation reactions. The homotetrameric SAHH exists in an open conformation in absence of substrate, while enzyme:inhibitor complexes crystallize in the closed conformation, in which the ligands are engulfed by the protein due to an 18 degrees domain reorientation within each of the four subunits. We present a microscopic description of the structure and dynamics of the substrate-free, NAD(+)-bound SAHH in solution, based on a 15-ns molecular dynamics simulation in explicit solvent. In the trajectory, the four cofactor-binding domains formed a relatively rigid core with structure very similar to the crystal conformation. The four substrate-binding domains, located at the protein exterior, also retained internal structures similar to the crystal, while undergoing large amplitude rigid-body reorientations. The trajectory domain motions exhibited two interesting properties. First, within each subunit the domains fluctuated between open and closed conformations, while at the tetramer level 80% of the domain motions were perpendicular to the direction of the open-to-closed structural transition. Second, the domain reorientations in solution could be represented as a sum of two components, faster, with 20-50 ps correlation time and 3-4 degrees amplitude, and slower, with 8-23 ns correlation time and amplitude of 14-22 degrees . The faster motion is similar to the 1.5 cm(-1) frequency hinge-bending vibrations found in our recent normal mode analysis (Wang et al., Biochemistry 2005;44:7228-7239). The slower motion agrees with fluorescence anisotropy decay measurements, which detected a 10-20 ns domain reorientation of ca. 26 degrees amplitude in the substrate-free enzyme (Wang et al., Biochemistry 2006;45:7778-7786). Our simulations are thus in excellent agreement with experimental data. The simulations allow us to assign the observed nanosecond fluorescence anisotropy signal to fluctuations in domain orientations, and indicate that the microscopic mechanism of the motion involves rotational diffusion within a cone of 10-20 degrees . Overall, our simulation results complement the existing experimental data and provide important new insights into SAHH domain motions in solution, which play a crucial role in the catalytic mechanism of SAHH.